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The Story Of The Olympics
The first written records of the ancient Olympic Games date to 776 B.C., when a cook named Coroebus won the only event–a 192-meter footrace called the stade (the origin of the modern “stadium”)–to...

The Olympic Games - HISTORY
According to legend, the ancient Olympic Games were founded by Heracles (the Roman Hercules), a son of Zeus. Yet the first Olympic Games for which we still have written records were held in 776 BCE (though it is generally believed that the Games had been going on for many years already). At this Olympic Games, a naked runner, Coroebus (a cook from Elis), won the sole event at the Olympics, the stade - a run of approximately 192 meters (210 yards).

History of the Olympics: Creating the Modern Games
Olympic History - from the home of Zeus in Olympia to the modern Games. As a sacred place used regularly in religious ceremonies, as well as playing host to the Ancient Games, Olympia was at the centre of Greek civilisation. Renowned expert Paul Christesen gives Olympic.org a unique insight into Olympia and how the site changed as the Games grew. “At its heart the Ancient Olympic Games was a religious festival held in a religious sanctuary,” Paul Christesen, professor of Ancient
Greek ...

Olympic History - from the home of Zeus in Olympia to the ...
Baron Pierre de Coubertin (a French nobleman who is responsible for establishing the modern Olympics--April 6, 1896) Addition of women to races, events, division into Summer and Winter, specific medalists, dates, terms. One other tidbit: In 1908 the Olympics were held in London.

Amazon.com: The Story of the Olympics (Usborne Young ...
The Story of the Olympics. From a festival in ancient Greece to a worldwide event today, the Olympics have inspired athletes and supporters alike. Find out how the biggest sports event in the world was born and discover the amazing heroes who made Olympic history.

The Story of the Olympics by Minna Lacey - Goodreads
The earliest reliable date that recorded history gives for the first Olympics is 776 B.C., although virtually all historians presume that the Games began well before then. It is certain that during the midsummer of 776 B.C. a festival was held at Olympia on the highly civilized eastern coast of the Peloponnesian peninsula.

The History of the Olympic Games | Scholastic
Want to know the origins of the Olympic Games? Where it all started? Check out our quick and colourful guide for kids and let our movie tell you how it all...

The Olympic Games story for kids - YouTube
The Court of Arbitration for Sport on Thursday upheld an international sports ban levied against Russia for doping, but cut the duration of the ban in half from four years to two. The long-awaited ...

Russia's Olympic ban from Tokyo Games for doping ...
There are two stories relating to the question of nudity at the ancient Olympic Games. One story states that it was a runner from Megara, Orsippos or Orrhippos who, in 720 B.C. was the first to run naked in the stadion race when he lost his shorts in the race. Another tradition is that it was the Spartans who introduced nudity to the Olympic Games in the 8th century B.C. as it was a Spartan tradition.

The Games | The Real Story of the Ancient Olympic Games ...
The Olympic Games is one of the biggest sporting events held as it brings together competitors from across the globe from almost every sport. This event is hosted every four years in different...

The Top 20 Movies about The Olympics - TVOvermind
The Olympics aren’t so much a monument to all sports across the globe as they are an evolving and arbitrary list of them. Rugby, for example, was featured prominently throughout the early 20th ...

How Did Breakdancing Become an Olympic Sport?
Russia’s Olympic Committee on Thursday expressed its satisfaction with the Court of Arbitration for Sport’s decision not to ban the country’s athletes from participating in the Olympics.

Russia banned from Tokyo and Beijing Olympics — plus the ...
Russia will not be able to use its name, flag and anthem at the next two Olympics or at any world championships for the next two years after a ruling Thursday by the Court of Arbitration for Sport.

Russia can’t use its name, flag or anthem, but athletes ...
In the years that followed, the story of the Olympic flame began to unfold like an epic novel, with each Olympiad producing its own unique tales, played out by a cast of hundreds of thousands of runners over distances both great and small and on every possible form of transport.

Olympic Flame - The Amazing Story of the Olympic Flame
A sweetly illustrated story, Snowman Paul Returns to the Winter Olympics by Yossi Lapid is also a fun way to talk to your kids about the Olympics. In the story, Snowman Paul is invited to serve as...

9 Children's Books About The Olympics To Teach Your Kids ...
Richard Allensworth Jewell (born Richard White; December 17, 1962 – August 29, 2007) was an American security guard and law enforcement officer who is considered the hero of the Centennial Olympic Park bombing at the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta, Georgia. For a ridiculous amount of time, he was mistakenly suspected of planting the bomb.

Richard Jewell - Wikipedia
A brilliant introduction to the history of The Olympics, from the traditional games of Ancient Greece, to their revival by Pierre de Coubertin and the pomp and ceremony of the modern Games.
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